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New Compact Size! Display your quarter collection in this educational Collector Map. Archival
safe board with openings for all 50 states plus all of the U.S. trust territories & D.C. Compact 10"
x 11.25" Folded, 20" x 11.25" Open. All materials are inert and safe for your coins.

About the AuthorMisty E. Vermaat has more than 25 years of experience in the field of computer
and information technology. In addition to consulting in the field, she was an Associate Professor
at Purdue University Calumet, teaching or developing Microsoft Office, computer concepts,
database management, systems analysis and design, and programming courses. Since 1990,
Ms. Vermaat has led the development of the Shelly Cashman Series and has written or co-
authored numerous Series textbooks, including many editions of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS,
DISCOVERING COMPUTERS FUNDAMENTALS and Microsoft Word books.
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State Quarter 1999-2009: Collector's State Quarter Folder State Quarters 1999-2009 Deluxe
Collector's Folder: District of Columbia and Territories, Philadelphia and Denver Mints
(Warman's Collector Coin Folders) United States Quarters Collector's Folder 1999-2009: Denver
& Philadelphia Mints National Park Quarter Collector's Map National Park Coin Single Mint
Folder 2010-2021 Item Number:1582380783 Fifty State plus D.C. & Territories Commemorative
Quarter Folder



Andrew Lizotte, “VeryHappy with the quality and the quick shipping, on time for Christmas!. Very
pleased that this product not only holds the individual state quarters, but also can serve as a
learning tool with children, as they gradually can learn the states, and relative proximities to their
own home state!This product creates an opportunity for parents to work with their children to
promote them to collect coins, and to simultaneously learn about history and geography.Was
sent in safe, reliable packaging, and arrived promptly.”

Abigail Pate, “Great Buy. I love my new book! It's a lot bigger than I imagined but I needed this
since my last quarter book only had 48 slots. I'm currently putting all my quarters in. The only
reason I didn't give 5 stars is because it comes with little fillers to show u where the state is and
they are so difficult to get out. I have to use a knife or a blade to pop them out. But besides that, I
love it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love this coin book. The holes were the perfect size, not too small nor
too large. Used this with my son to learn all the states since he loves coins.”

Ebook Library User, “Really nice book. This is exactly what I was looking for. I ordered six and
they took extra care to make sure they arrived undamaged by shipping them separately! One
older review complained that some of the states are not in their correct places but I don’t see
what they are talking about unless the map has been corrected since then. All of the state
locations are correct on mine (except obviously Hawaii, Alaska and the territory slots). The only
other slight discrepancy I could find was that the line extending from the quarter slot for
Massachusetts to the state itself is sort of on the border of it and Rhode Island. Unless they
were referring to the fact that some state quarter slots have to be a little offset from the state
itself in order to accommodate the fold in the center where the book closes.”

Lena, “A little expensive. Very nice. Beautiful colors and great quality but a little too expensive.”

T. Antonucci, “Best state quarters map available !!. My dad passed away and had a small piggy
bank with some coins. I decided I wanted to keep the state quarters but he didnt have all 50. All
of the maps I found (and there were a lot) all had the "hole" already punched out for the quarter
making it look bad if you had an incomplete set. The fact that this one doesnt made it perfect! Its
also very nice looking, better than most, its super sturdy, and I love the extra page detail. A great
purchase for any state quarter collector no matter your reason!”

Sherman Lau, “Sturdy construction, bright colors. It's great for the kids.. Sturdy construction,
bright colors. It's great for the kids. It's technically a two fold with a thin laminated sheet that folds
over to prevent the coins from hitting each other. That thin sheet has a lot of data and facts on it



like when the state joined the US and the origins of the state name. The slot for the coins has a
punch out that needs to be removed before the coin can be inserted. That punch out has the
state name, year of statehood, and the capital of the state on it. I am trying to devise a way to
use those quarter sized punch outs in some sort of game to teach the kids the state capital for
each state. It's great to find a use for something that was probably meant to be trashed or
recycled.”

Loree Farley, “which we have enjoyed talking and learning about as a family. I got this for my 8
year old son who just finished collecting all the state quarters. It's a hard cover book - so just to
begin with it's impressive to look at and hold. It opens to a large US map with a space for each
quarter, color coded by release date - along with spaces for each US territory, which we have
enjoyed talking and learning about as a family. But the surprise was a thick 2 sided glossy page
inside, which is attached to the book. One side is sorted by release year and gives the specific
date for each state quarters release. The other side provides a short paragraph of interesting
facts on each state and territory. This turned out to be my sons favorite part. All in all this
completely exceeded our expectations and is great to take for show and tell!”

Andrew Graham, “great gift for an american trip. Excellent item. Off to Florida again this year with
partner who has never been. Collecting the coins and putting them in the book makes a cheap
momento. It's hard cover makes it great for holding coins firmly and keeps them nicely presented”

Lady Bubbles, “fun. took a long time to fill but we done it”

Loopy Lou, “USA. Its a shame once you have removed the cover to input the coin, you know
longer have the info about the state.Book is nice though.”

millie whitaker, “perfect. I filled this up already and it  looks great”

sparra, “USA Quarter map. Bought this as a present as the recipient has travelled to the USA
and started to collect the different quarters he received in change. It is an excellent display case
and is informative as well. I would recommend it to anyone.”

The book by Misty E. Vermaat has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 223 people have provided feedback.
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